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Abstract 

Making two avatars interact or have a conversation where one 
avatar appears to be speaking to the other is very easy to 
accomplish with CrazyTalk 5.0 and almost any video editor. In this 
tutorial we will utilize Adobe Premiere along with video output and 
Targa sequences produced with CrazyTalk to recreate a world 
famous conversation between Shakespeares Romeo and Juliet.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Step 1)  

Open CrazyTalk 5.0 and select MODEL mode. For this tutorial we are using content from the 

PUPPIES content pack. Click the PUPPIES folder and select the BOND model. Or you may use 

any avatar you wish to complete this tutorial. 

 
 
Step 2)  

Click the SCRIPT tab from the tool bar to launch EMOTIVE and TIMELINE menu. Select the 

TIMELINE tab. Then record or import a .wav file to the voice track for further editing. This file 

may be recorded with both actors at once. Recording both sides of the conversation to a 

single file, CrazyTalk will automatically insert phonetic tabs to the timeline to create instant 

facial animation. These tabs will be edited to create a pause in conversation for each actor. 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Step 3)  

Now you need to identify the sections of the voice track where the first character is speaking 

and begin to highlight and delete the phonetic tabs that relate to the second characters 

dialogue. Be careful not to delete the .wav data, only the phonetic tabs, leaving empty space 

on the timeline where you do not wish the first character to animate. This is an important step 

in the process because you will repeat this for the second characters dialogue, deleting the 

first characters phonetics next. Then when both videos are imported into your video editor it 

will appear as if the two avatars are conversing. 

 

Step 4)  

Give your edited script a wide range of facial animation and emotion using the Puppeteering 

Panel. Select the PUPPETEERING TAB to launch the Puppeteering Panel. Choose a profile and 

controller then click RECORD to begin animating your character. For a more in depth look at 

the Puppeteering Panel please see the full tutorial at 

http://www.reallusion.com/crazytalk/ct_tutorial.asp 

 

 

 



Step 5) 

After you are pleased with the results of the facial puppeteering, notice that you have 

successfully placed facial animation tabs on the timeline. At this point you should review your 

entire animation by clicking the PLAY button. Now you can prepare your avatar for chroma 

keying once imported into Adobe Premiere.   

 

 

Step 6)  

To give your avatar a background that will be ready for the chroma key effect in Premiere you 

need to return to the MODEL mode by clicking on the Model tab from the top toolbar. Then 

click the BACKGROUND AND CAMERA MOVEMENT icon to launch the menu. Click on the 

IMPORT bullet so you can place a custom image in the background. You can use an external 

image editor such as Photoshop to edit an image or you can simply change the color in 

CrazyTalk. For this tutorial we will import a custom image sized at 1300 x 1000 pixels. 

  

 

 

 

 



Step 7)  

Now your first character is ready to export. Select the OUTPUT tab from the top toolbar, and 

then choose the VIDEO option. Choose the ORIGINAL RESOLUTIUON and USE FULL IMAGE 

options. Then click the EXPORT button from the bottom. Choose a location and name for your 

file and click OK when you see the compression options.   

 

 

Step 8)  

You still need to create the project for the second character. This is very simple to do, first 

change the avatar to a female. In this tutorial we are using the BLANCHE avatar, again apply 

a chroma ready background image. Then prepare your script by deleting the phonetic tabs for 

the first character and utilize the Puppeteering Panel once again to give the actor emotion and 

facial animation.  

 

  

 
 

 

 



Step 9)  

Now your second character is ready to export. Select the OUTPUT tab from the top toolbar, 

and then choose the VIDEO option. Choose the ORIGINAL RESOLUTIUON and USE FULL 

IMAGE options. Then click the EXPORT button from the bottom. Choose a location and name 

for your file and click OK when you see the compression options.   

  

Step 10)  

Both avatar videos are now ready to import into Adobe Premiere, but before you leave 

CrazyTalk you need to create some special effects to accompany your characters. In this 

tutorial we are showcasing the LOVE WORDS content pack, available at the Reallusion 

content store. To accomplish this first RELOAD the BLANCHE avatar. Go to MODEL mode, 

click on the PUPPIES folder and double click the BLANCHE avatar. 

 

 

 

 



Step 11)  

Click the SCRIPT tab from the tool bar to launch EMOTIVE and TIMELINE menu. Select the 

TIMELINE tab. Then click the EDIT KEY button to launch the KEY EDITOR panel. Select the 

CAMERA MOVE tool by clicking on the arrows icon. Click and drag INSIDE the Key Editor 

interface to move your avatar. You are going to move the avatar completely out of frame 

because this video pass will only be concerned with special effects. 

 

 

Step 12)  

Double click on the SFX track in the timeline to activate the Special Effects menu. In the 

Default tab click the fly out arrow and choose a SFX pack. In this tutorial we are showcasing 

the LOVE WORDS PACK. Double click on the special effects you wish to add to the project. 

 

 

 

 

 



Step 13)  

Double click on the SFX clip on the timeline to activate the Special Effects Modify menu. Use 

the Displacement arrows to move the effect in frame and use the Speed, Size, and Opacity 

sliders to edit those aspects. Once you are happy with the results you can preview them using 

the Preview button or click OK to apply the effect. 

 

Step 14)  

Now your Special Effects are ready to export. Select the OUTPUT tab from the top toolbar, 

and then choose the IMAGE option. Click the FORMAT option and choose SEQUENCE TGA. 

This will produce an image sequence, not a video. This will be composited in the video editor. 

Choose your desired image size; again we will use DVD NTSC 720x480. Then click the 

EXPORT button from the bottom. Choose a location and name for your sequence. 

 

 

 



Step 15)  

Open Adobe Premiere and begin a new project. Double click inside the library and choose 

IMPORT from the menu. Navigate to the two .avi video files first. Click the OPEN button to add 

both clips into the project. 

 

Step 16)  

After importing the two video clips you need to click and drag them onto the timeline. Place 

the first clip on VIDEO 1 and the second on VIDEO 2. The order doesn’t matter as long as the 

clips are on separate video tracks with a track above and below the clips to add in a 

background image and special effects. Then click on the clip inside the project window and 

scale the clips so that they both fit in frame. Don’t worry about the overlapping because a 

chroma key effect will be added to get rid of the blue background. 

 

 

 

 



Step 17)  

Now import a background image to place behind your video clips. This should be a JPG image 

that can be retrieved easily from any search engine. For this tutorial we have searched 

“Valentines” and gained an image of roses to place in our project. Import the image and then 

click and drag it to the timeline on the bottom video track (VIDEO 1). This has to be on the 

bottom of the timeline to act as our background. 

 

Step 18)  

Locate and click on the EFFECTS tab to the left of the timeline and then find the KEYING 

folder. Click and Drag the CHROMA KEY effect onto each of the video clips. Then use the fly 

out menu to the left of the project window to choose the color you wish to get rid of and the 

SIMILARITY settings to choose a range in which the color will be removed. Try settings 

between 50 and 100 for best results. 

 

 

 



Step 19)  

Now your characters should be in frame without their backgrounds along with a custom 

image behind them. You need to bring in your targa sequence now to add in your video 

special effects. Select import and navigate to your targa file, click on and highlight the FIRST 

file in the sequence ONLY and check the NUMBERED STILLS checkbox ON at the bottom. Then 

click OPEN to import the entire image sequence.  

 

Step 20)  

Click and Drag the imported sequence onto the top video track (VIDEO 4). Then click on the 

clip inside the project window and scale the clip so that the effects are scaled and positioned 

properly. Key frames can also be set to make sure the effects animate in the proper fashion. 

 

 

 

 

 



Step 21)  

To add music to your project simply import any .wav file that you like and then click and drag 

it onto the AUDIO 1 track. You can set key frames at this point to fade the track in and out. 

Now all that is left to do is go to FILE – EXPORT then name and save your new movie. 

 

Creating conversations with CrazyTalk and a video editor is a quick and 
easy process. Any image is able to be fit as an animated avatar with 
CrazyTalk, where you can also prep your images for the type of output 
you need; making it simple to render 2 characters for the purpose of 
creating interaction. Video Editors such as Adobe Premiere can then be 
used to composite your footage bringing the full effect to the audience.  
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